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Zündapp was a German motorcycle manufacturer , virtually
unknown in Australia, apart from their Zündapp Bella motorscooter, a few of
which were in and around Sydney in the late 1950’s, as competitors to the
Durkopp Diana, the Maicoletta and my favourite, the Heinkel Tourist. I
remember a couple of Bellas in the old Metropolitan Scooter Club.
The Janus microcar began life as the Dornier Delta, a truly bizarre
little beastie with an Isetta-like door at both ends, and back-to-back seats,
so that the rear passengers sat back-to-front.
Powered by a 197cc , two stoke engine, only a prototype was ever
built by Dornier. Miraculously, it still exists, in the Dornier Flugzeugwerke
Museum. ( see photo on page 22 )
For reasons best known unto itself, Zündapp saw potential in the
oddball, and took out a licence to produce it, changing the name to Janus,
the Roman god with two faces, looking both ways at once.
Between 1956-58 just under 7000 were made in Germany, with no
official record of any being exported to the UK or to far-flung markets such
as Australia. It was the only car Zündapp ever produced
The Zündapp Janus pic below, was taken in the Auto und Technik
Museum, in Sinsheim, in Baden Württemberg.
. ..Graham Sims
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National Scooter Rally March 2020.
John, here are some photos from the National Scooter Rally.
About 31 scooters in total on Saturday and the ride was from club
Umina to the milk factory in Wyong, led by Julie .We didn't ride
on Sunday as it was Julie’s birthday and we were doing remedial
work to Mark’s scooter. We did see some people coming back on
Sunday when we were going to Dougie’s place so it looked like a
good roll-up too. The weather was good, which helped . Allen Wall
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A Tale of a Mouse.
I feel a bit of a traitor to my German heritage…and to my BMW Isetta and
Heinkel, but, in my dotage, I’ve fallen in love with an Italian ‘Mouse’…a 1950 Fiat
Topolino, which I bought a year or so back, from a Shannons Sydney auction.
Through my own laziness, and a belief that it would fetch $30,000 plus, I’d
missed out on another little Topolino, a ‘soft-top’, at a Shannons auction in
Melbourne, so I was determined not to let it happen again, if another ,(relatively rare)
example ever popped up…and, suddenly, it did!
Trying to explain the logic (HUH?) behind saddling oneself with any of our
antiquated little beasties ,when their age and idiosyncrasies stand in such contrast to
our modern machines, is a pointless exercise…so I won’t bother. I just wanted one!
It’s true that I had been a Fiat buff, back in the late 60’s & ‘70’s. In Malaysia I
bought, drove and brought back to OZ a 1970 Fiat 125…one of the nicest cars I’ve
ever owned…ahead of its time, with a belt-driven, twin-overhead camshaft, 4 wheel
independent suspension, twin Weber carbies, a beautiful, 5 speed gearbox and
exquisite, rack& pinion steering.
I’ve also owned an 1800cc Fiat 124 Sports Coupé (a beautiful but
temperamental beast) and a 132 GLS Sedan, (which I stupidly ‘emasculated’ by
buying it as an automatic, with a dreadful, Holden , ‘Trimatic’ ,3 speed gearbox…
sacrilege for Fiat buffs!)
Our (third) Trakka Motorhome is based on the internationally popular Fiat Ducato 3
litre diesel, which is excellent.
On the other hand, it’s not for nothing that Fiat owners are laughingly
reassured (?) that FIAT stands for ‘Fix It Again, Tony’. (It actually stood for ‘Fails In
All Tests.’…just joking! It really stands for Fabbrica Italiana Automobil Torino.)
The circumstances of my successful bidding for the Topolino eerily parallel
my purchase, 17 years ago, of my ‘Rolling Egg’, my BMW Isetta, also from a
Shannons auction. In both cases, Shannons’ senior auctioneer and co-ordinator,
Chris Borobon, appeared to take pity on me, and ‘knocked down’ each little beastie
to me, in a much less competitive manner than usually characterizes such auctions.
Time will tell whether he was doing me a favour …or not. Stay tuned, as the little
‘Mouse’ & I get to know each other better.
The first thing I discovered about my ‘little mouse’ was that it looks like a
proper car …it sounds like a proper car…it feels like a proper car. Damn it all, it is a
proper car, with four wheels, a conventional layout, even a differential… except for
the practical matter of ‘horsepower’.
Now, we all know that none of our little beasties, whether Goggo, Isetta,
Heinkel, Lloyd, even Fred’s mighty Messerschmitt, or John’s preeminent Prinz,
could ever be accused of being overpowered …except in the noise department.
I’ve long had a hunch that the ‘horses’ that ‘power’ my Isetta and Heinkel are
Shetland ponies, but they are Clydesdales compared to those under the saucily
sloping bonnet of my little Topolino.
We have to remember that the Topolino predates the Goggo, Isetta, Heinkel,
Messerschmitt, Prinz etc by many years. It was first produced way back in 1936, in
FIAT’s vast Miafiori plant, constructed specifically to build it. It was then one of the
smallest cars in the world. Indeed, the word ‘miniature’ was used to describe it.
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A Tale of a Mouse.

Only three models, A, B & C, were produced between 1936 and 1955, and,
as with the iconic VW Beetle, the changes made over that 20 year period were only
minor, both mechanically and cosmetically. In all, about 520,000 Topolinos were
produced and sold, mostly in Europe.
It was ‘powered’ by a 569 cc,13bhp, 4 cylinder, water-cooled, north-south,
front-mounted engine, initially side-valve, but later overhead-valve. One of its oddest
features was that the radiator is at the back of the engine, nearest the firewall.
As far as I can ascertain, the sole reason for this (essentially inefficient)
layout was that the Topolino’s young designer, Dante Giacosa, was determined to
have a sloping front bonnet, which gave excellent forward vision. Most of its
contemporaries had high, nearly vertical front grilles, limiting forward vision. Dante
Giacosa (1905-1996) had a long and distinguished career at FIAT, being lead
engineer from 1946-1970.
From the outset, the Topolino featured a 12 volt electrical system, again
many years ahead of most of its competitors. Indeed, Volkswagen persevered with
a 6 volt system until late 1968,and,like many early VW fans, I well remember the
shortcomings of this system, with significant voltage drop, heavy wiring and almost
useless headlights, horn, wipers etc.
The diminutive Topolino also featured a four speed gearbox , (supposedly all
syncro), when many cars had only three speed boxes. It also used quite a
sophisticated, semi-elliptical, spring suspension system, a ‘modern’ dashboard
layout, with various instrumentation gauges, a cabin heater, opening fresh air vents,
hydraulic brakes and a full-size spare wheel in a lockable compartment in the rear.
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A Tale of a Mouse.
Clearly, it was designed as a two-seater, but four people could be squeezed
in, admittedly with considerable intimacy, as there was a small, upholstered shelf
behind the front seats, doubling as a seat.There was no ‘boot’ as such, with luggage
having to be put in through the widely opening, ‘suicide’ doors.
Unlike our Heinkels, Isettas and Messerschmitts, it was neither a ‘bubblecar’,
nor a cabin scooter (Kabinenroller). It was a small…very small car.
With its horsepower of 13 bhp (the same as the Isetta),its top speed (windassisted), was about 85 kph, and its fuel consumption about 6 litres per 100 k’s.
(Many modern small cars achieve much better than this.)
As mentioned, only three models were produced: Model A and B shared the
same body, but the B engine developed 16 bhp, as against 13.
Model A was produced between 1937 and 1948, and B in 1948-49. Model A
was available as a two door saloon, with either solid or ‘convertible’, folding roof, and
as a two door van. Model B introduced a three door ‘Estate’ version, known as the
500B ‘Giardinetta’. In its initial phase, the ‘Giardinetta’ was an early ‘woodie’, with its
outside frame of ash timber. Later, the timber was replaced with metal, and renamed
the ‘Belvedere’.
Interestingly, some models were actually made by Simca, in France, and
called the ‘Simca 5’, while others were made in Germany, by the then German-Fiat
subsidiary, NSU-Fiat. In 1949, the Model C was introduced, with a slightly restyled
body , but the same, now overhead valve engine as in the later Model B’s. In similar
variants to the B, the C was produced until 1955.
It was apparently not uncommon for a
given car to have a ‘B’ class engine in a
‘C’ class body. Mine is such an example.
Along, I think, with most people,
I had always believed that the Topolino
was succeeded by the less sophisticated
FIAT 500 or ‘Bambino’, with its rear-mounted, two cylinder, noisy, air-cooled
engine. Until recently, I could not under-stand why …but I was wrong anyway.
In 1955, the Topolino’s product-ive life came to an end. Why??? It had
become too expensive to produce and
sell at a profit.
It was replaced, not by the 500,
but by the larger, rear-engined, air-cooled,
rear wheel drive Fiat 600. It, in turn, would
become the design basis for the Fiat 500…
the Nuova (‘new’) 500.
It’s often occurred to me that
small indeed, diminutive or micro-cars
have, over the years, appeared to cost
more, sometimes much more than their
size alone would justify.
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A Tale of a Mouse.
Was it perhaps because the design work and technology
required to make them cheap, affordable and robust, to compete
favourably against ‘normal-sized’ cars proved too great a challenge?
The ill-fated Smart Car, (of which I’ve owned two), seems a
telling example. While the end result was undoubtedly a uniquely solid
and functional microcar, with sophisticated drivability and (relative)
safety, its links with Mercedes and Daimler meant that its development
and production costs ,and, therefore, its retail price, were so high that it
could not compete against Asian brands such as Suzuki, Hyundai and
Kia.
Perhaps the funny little Topolino tried too hard to be a ‘normal’
small car, at a time when ‘big’ still meant ‘beautiful’ to motorists.
Nevertheless, I continue to enjoy mine, despite most people
telling me it’s a Morris…despite the fact that it hates hills even more
than my erstwhile Morris Minor side-valve… despite its thin, tippy-toey
wheels and tyres… and despite the fact that I blew its diff on the way
back from Gosford not long after I’d bought it…an expensive reminder
to check ALL oil levels frequently.
So far, at least, I love it enough even to give it ‘mouse to mouse
resuscitation’ if I had to.
..Graham Sims © 2020

Jimmy Hines is making great progress ( with more than the odd
difficulty) on the restoration of his Mk3 NSU Prinz.

Watch this space for details as the project moves towards completion.
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The Autoped was an early motor scooter or motorized
scooter manufactured by the Autoped Company of Long Island City, New
York from 1915 to 1921.
The driver stood on a platform supported by 10-inch wheels and
operated the machine, using only the handlebars and steering column,
pushing them forward to engage the clutch, using a lever on the handlebar to
control the throttle, and pulling the handlebars and column back to disengage
the clutch and apply the brake. After riding, the steering column could be
folded onto the platform to store the scooter more easily. The engine was an
air-cooled, 4-stroke, 155 cc engine over the front wheel. The scooter came
with a headlamp and tail lamp, a Klaxon horn, and a toolbox. Developed
during wartime and gasoline rationing, it was quite efficient, but was not
widely distributed. An electric version was also available with a motor on the
front wheel.
A patent for the Autoped as a "self-propelled vehicle" was applied for
in July 1913 and granted in July 1916. An early description of the Autoped
described it as having a hollow steering column that acted as the fuel tank.
However, the production version had a fuel tank above the front mudguard.
The Autoped went out of production in the United States in 1921, but
was manufactured by Krupp in Germany from 1919 to 1922.

A Bit about Bob Nash’s Restoration History.
Today, my wife drives a 2016 Toyota Corolla Ascent Sport, and I alternate
between my 1985 Mighty Boy Ute and my 2002 Falcon XR8 Ute (which tends to be
for long trips when lots of luggage by a wife is required).
My longest restoration was my 1972 Falcon XY GS 351 V8 Auto Ute which I
owned for 16 years, during which time it spent almost 9 years being fully nut and
bolt restored. However, as much as it was an adrenaline filled and spectacularly
presented vehicle, it lacked the creature comforts I craved i.e. air conditioning,
power steer, cruise control, power windows, etc. I have no regrets, having sold it for
what was a very good price in 2009, as it paid for a 6 week trip for my wife and me to
London / Paris / Rome, then a 20 day tour of the British Isles (refer photo below )

The XR8 ute came along after we moved here to Port Macquarie in 2015, as it was a
low mileage, beautifully preserved vehicle, at an unbelievably low cost. It has been a
true pleasure to own (refer photo below) - it has a colour matched canopy fitted
since).
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A Bit about Bob Nash’s Restoration History.
The Cooper S was a long project in the 1980's, built up from a former
Police Pursuit shell with a Police spec drivetrain. Sadly for me, nearing the end of
the project, I discovered that it had been a stolen vehicle, with the VIN numbers
ground off. A mate of mine who was "in the know" with the police at the time, did
a check, and he then gave me a VIN number to stamp onto the body. From that
day forward, despite it being a complete, running, beautiful restoration, my
churning insides would not let me continue on with it. I advertised it unregistered,
and sold it for pretty much the full cost of the restoration.
Mind you, as strange as it may seem, that is not the vehicle I most regret
selling. This was a 1981 Mini Moke Californian, with a galvanised body and 1275cc
engine. I completely restored it, with a new canopy, rear seats fitted and
mechanically overhauled. Not only did I truly love that thing, but both my
daughters (13 and 10 at the time) and their girlfriends did too, and to this day,
despite owning all of those other vehicles, I still regret selling it. (refer photo
below )

I could go on and on about many of the cars I've owned, but although I've
done my best to remain "socially isolated", tinkering with many of my long
deferred "wet weather" projects, I am in the midst of resurrecting a very old Naval
Ships' draining grate that my father (a shipwright), found floating off our home in
Birchgrove almost 70 years ago, which he used as his moveable work bench for
more than 50 years.
More than ten years ago, I made a promise to him that I too would use it
as he had done. Finally, it is getting close to completion, having had its first coat of
paint applied this morning, after many days of sanding and timber damage
repairing. I will send a photo of the completed project. Time for a second coat of
Battleship Grey paint ! …. Bob Nash
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PRIDE BEFORE THE FALL: The Rise & Fall of Graham Sims
A long time ago, a very wise man wrote, “ There are only two kinds of
bike riders ...those who’ve fallen off, and those who haven’t yet fallen off.”
Having ridden bicycles, motor scooters and motorbikes over a period
spanning more than 60 years, I’ve had my share of tumbles...some stupidly
my fault, some silly or hilarious...some painful ...some embarrassing, and a
few potentially lethal.
Aged about 15, I was once knocked off my bicycle by a drunk driver,
on Concord Road. As I fell beneath the car, I read the tyre size on the rear
wheels of his giant Oldsmobile, and, quite logically thought, “well, that’s the
end of me!” (Actually, my first thought was what my father’s reaction would
be, as it was his bike.)
My number could not have been up, that day, as the mudflap hit me
in the face and I subconsciously pulled away from the revolving wheel, and
lived to do many more stupid things in my long life.
In late 1958, I bought my first motor scooter, a Douglas Vespa, which
I soon traded in on a brand new Vespa 125. ( I bought both from Bruce
Small, in Haymarket, where I saw, envied, but as a starving Uni student,
could not afford to buy a Vespa microcar.)
My new Vespa 125 was barely a week old when I collided head-on
with another drunk driver, who’d parked (illegally) at a bus-stop at Rhodes
Station, then did a U-turn, across unbroken lines,(illegally), thereby
shortening the length of my Vespa by several inches, and altering both its
and my appearance for the worse.
Both the Vespa and I underwent some repairs, and at Christmas, I
decided to take us on an adventure, all the way from Concord West to North
Haven on the mid-north coast, where my girlfriend and her family holidayed.
We got there...well, nearly got there. In those far-off days, a high, humpy,
rickety old wooden bridge spanned the river between Laurieton and North
Haven, and the Vespa and I came to grief in the middle of it, when its titchy
little wheels fell into the ruts between the timber, tumbling me off. After being
rescued, we arrived, both battered and bruised, to the mirth and
bemusement of my father-in-law to be. It was to prove an omen.
Early the next year, I graduated to my then ‘dream-machine’...a
Heinkel Tourist Motorroller...truly ‘the Rolls-Royce of Scooters’, which I
bought from Arnold Glas’s ‘Capitol Motor Cycles’ in Campbell Street.
Surely, I reasoned, even I could not come to grief on this beautiful,
bumble-bee, yellow and black machine, balanced and handling more like a
motor-bike than a scooter. Huh! Famous last words!
Once again, in the summer holidays, I confidently rode my Heinkel
from Concord West, all the way to North Haven, where my girl-friend and her
family were holidaying as per usual.
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In those ‘olden days’, one drove or rode through Bulahdelah and up,
over the mountains, through ‘Sullivan’s Gap,’ and a dreaded corner called
‘The Devil’s Elbow.’
I was enjoying myself so much on my Heinkel that I hadn’t bothered
to stop for quite some time, and, no doubt, had drifted into that ‘man and
machine are one’ mindset, so easily (and fatally) achieved on a two-wheeler.
When I reluctantly forced myself to slow down as I reached this notorious
hair-pin bend, I belatedly realised I had no rear brakes, as oil had somehow
leaked into the brake-drum.
I crashed full-pelt into the safety fence, somersaulted over it and
tumbled, base over apex, down into the rainforest, my rucksack bursting
open and leaving a trail of underpants, singlets and socks for rescuers
fortuitously to find what was left of me.
Eventually, the Heinkel and I reached North Haven, both the worse
for wear. Any prospect of my girlfriend’s father letting her come for a ride with
me evaporated forthwith.
I tackled the trip again the following year, and, would you believe it, at
virtually the same spot on that wretched road, a wheel suddenly came off a
caravan in front of me, and I turned so sharply to avoid it, that I crashed into
the rockface on the inside of the road, once again mangling my machine and
myself.
Once again, we arrived, battered and bruised at North Haven, where,
with clairvoyant foresight, my would-be father-in-law was waiting, this time
with a large first aid kit in his hands. And, once again, his daughter was duly
forbidden to ride pillion with me.
By the way, I completed this comedy of errors, at the end of a couple
of weeks, by being accompanied by the family through Laurieton, where Alan
pointed in the direction of Sydney, saying ‘that’s the way you go.’ (I think he
added something like ‘and the sooner the better, you idiot,’ but I can’t prove
it.)
Half an hour later, I found myself, somehow, riding back through the
main street of Laurieton, where my erstwhile hosts were walking back to their
campsite. And at this point, dear reader, I made a tactical error...’another
one?’ I hear you whisper .You see, if I’d just quietly putted by, I don’t think
they would have noticed me. After all, they’d just left me on the highway,
facing Sydney, and logic suggested that’s the direction in which I’d be long
gone.
How I would come to do an about face and come riding back in the
opposite direction, would be as unexpected to them as it was to me.
Nevertheless, that’s what I’d done, and, as it seemed only polite, I gave them
a toot on my horn and a friendly wave as I rode past them.

I saw the words ‘ What the !@#$? What’s the idiot doing back here
again?’ form on Alan’s lips, but I couldn’t catch the rest of what he said, and,
somehow, discretion seemed the better part of valour...so I rode on, back to
Sydney...and this time I made sure I didn’t make a U-turn.
As an aside, and in the interests of historical accuracy, by the end of
the following year, I’d graduated (?) to a Messerschmitt KR 200...with three
wheels, which I managed to drive to North Haven without falling off, or out of .
He still wouldn’t let his daughter get in it. Eventually, I bought a Morris
Minor ...but that’s another story.
For some years, I became disgustingly boring and bought and drove
‘proper’ cars with four wheels, and then, in 1968, I was seconded to the RAAF
School in Butterworth (actually Penang), Malaysia, where I soon discovered
that everyone...almost literally everyone rode motor scooters or motorbikes,
so I bought and had great fun with a Suzuki 180 cc bike.
Living in Penang was like being in paradise. School finished at 2.30
pm each day; we enjoyed tennis, cricket and swimming, and rode our bikes
virtually every day.
I played tennis, on beautiful, grass courts, at Penang Sports Club,
riding my Suzuki to and from the club.
Now, folks, in those halcyon days, there were still remnants of the
‘communist terrorists’, (always called CT’S), roaming around in the jungles
and rubber plantations, and they would occasionally bail up motorists on
isolated roads.
There was, indeed, an isolated, winding, narrow road that ran for about
seven k’s through the jungle between the Sports Club and where we and other
RAAF personnel lived.
We were officially ‘forbidden’ to use this road, because of these
dangers. A year or so earlier, the young son of a British officer, who’d stopped
along this road, had been kidnapped and killed.
It was, however, a few kilometres shorter than the main road itself,
and, as free-spirited bikers, most of us defied this ban, and enjoyed the thrills
of ‘The Vale of Tempe’ road, whenever we felt like it...and to hell with the
dangers.
Several native, Malay kampongs were beside the jungle road, and the
inhabitants, adults and kids, often waved cheerily at us as we raced by.
Late one afternoon, I was riding home from tennis , rather well-oiled by
several Tiger beers, which I’d enjoyed, and knowing, even in my alcoholic fog,
that it would very soon be DARK. (There is virtually no twilight in the tropics).
We would play tennis till five minutes to seven...and at seven, it would be
dark.
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As I wove, (or wobbled) my way around a sharp curve in the road, I
saw in the beam of my headlight what looked like a large leaf, lying in the
middle of the road. Thinking it would be more dangerous to try to avoid it at
the last second, I decided simply to run over it. After all, it was only a leaf.
As luck would have it, it was not a leaf, but a large, solid coconut,
which I hit at a goodly speed, causing my Suzuki and me to go flying off the
road, over the edge of the embankment, and down...down through a horde of
screaming kids and villagers, who dived, screaming, out of my way as I
careered through the village’s main, (well, only) street, knocking dogs, cats,
chickens, baskets, bamboo furniture and a few grandmothers flying in all
directions.
Eventually I came to a hopelessly uncoordinated stop, with various
kampongian odds and ends entangled around my bike and myself...and I
waited, in considerable fear and trepidation, for the villagers’ reaction.
To my surprise and relief, the common reaction was one of
uncontrollable mirth .Old and young, they laughed until they cried, then
patched me up and waved me off as I wobbled home.
The next day, I played tennis again, having entertained my friends
with my misadventure of the day before. ( Somehow, via the jungle
grapevine, they seemed to know about it already.)
They were unanimous that I must not tempt fate by using this
dangerous road again, so I ignored their sound advice completely.
I had reached the precise bend where I’d had my mishap the evening
before, and there, neatly placed across the entire width of the road, were
dozens...possibly many dozens of coconuts , innocently waiting for the
madmad ‘orang puteh’ (white fellow), to repeat his death-defying performance
of the night before.
Indeed, the entire village, men, women, kids and assorted livestock,
were all sitting by the roadside, in enthusiastic expectation. I almost felt guilty
disappointing them this time, as I chicaned my way around the obstacles
placed before me. There was a mixture of cheers and boos as I rode past.
I don’t recall any more falls from my Suzuki during my Penang days,
which, regrettably, came to an end and I had to return to the land of Oz.
I brought back with me my FIAT 125, which I’d bought in Malaysia,
and which was one of my favourites of the more than 70 motor vehicles I’ve
owned over the years.
By then, in the mid to late 1970’s, I had gone ‘respectable,’ as
Languages Master and subsequently in seconded positions in Head Office of
the Department of Education. I climbed the greasy pole of promotions, and
assumed my scootering and motorbiking days were over.

Then, in a pre-geriatric desire to reclaim some of my mis-spent youth,
I bought a Yamaha Majesty 250 , followed by a Suzuki Burgman 400, and
eventually a Burgman 650, thoroughly enjoying each, realising how modern
and sophisticated they were, compared to their predecessors of the 50’s and
60’s, but also, reluctantly, realising how vulnerable I began to feel as I rode
them in Sydney’s mad, intolerant , death-defying traffic.
With a mate, (who’d bought an ex-police Yamaha ), I did some quite
long rides, down the south coast , through the Southern Highlands and
Kangaroo Valley, to Ulladulla, Mogo and Moruya.
While we had fun, we became increasingly aware of our various
aches and pains, of our vulnerability among heavy, speeding .vehicles on the
open road, and discovered that if it ever had been enjoyable to ride through
storms, wind and blinding rain, it no longer had such appeal for us.
My final fall...or as it turned out, my penultimate one, was when I tried
to park the Burgman 650 in a street, outside the cafe where we were to have
a coffee, and underestimated a) the sloping camber of the road surface, b)
the weight of my machine, (at 340 kgs and nicknamed ‘the Brute’), and c) my
total incapacity to hold the !@# thing once it started to fall over on top of me.
With a sense of sadness and the passing of an era, we traded it in on
a Suzuki Swift, as my wife’s new car.
I said it was my penultimate fall, as, for reasons that I considered
quite sensible, two years ago , I bought an electric, fold-up bicycle, a) so I
might still enjoy some two-wheeled fun ,and b) to carry with us in our motorhome, for ‘practical’ use when needed.
It was from this piddly little beastie that I had my spectacular fall, in
our own street, about 300 metres from home, on Sunday 28 December,
2019, resulting in a broken back (Thoracic T7 to be anatomically precise),
two broken ribs, a broken right elbow and many cuts and technicolour
bruises.
A tiny amount of
belated wisdom
just might have
seeped into
what’s left of my
brain, as I think
I might stick to
three or four
wheels in future.
...Graham Sims.
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MAZDA

( from DESIGN BOOM )
The Japanese brand might be celebrating their 100 year anniversary
in 2020 but it was 60 years ago that one model in particular set the
benchmark for Mazda and microcars at large. priced at just 300,000 ¥
(around $830 USD), the small, adorable Mazda R360 coupe was more than a
city car; it was stylish, efficient and, above all else, fun to drive. These
characteristics went on to define the brand’s DNA, and still do so today.

The Mazda R360 coupe was not the first kei car (microcar) but quickly
became the most popular in Japan. Unlike competitors within the 3 x 1.2
metre size segment, the car enhanced a more efficient four-stroke engine
with two 360 cm 3 V-cylinders, which, despite only producing 12 kw, propels it
to a top speed of 56 mph (90 km/h). This power, combined with an incredibly
low weight of just 380 kg, made it the lightweight four-seater in the world at
the time.
The model conceived Mazda’s grand strategy, which is their ongoing
obsession with containing mass. Aluminium elements, from its hood to engine
valves, were integrated throughout and even a rear window made from
specially developed plexiglass was used to help reduce weight. Without a
frame, its monocoque structure furthered its weight reduction, even improving
safety, ride comfort and reducing vibrations. The result was extremely
engaging and fun to drive, and reflected the brand’s ‘jinba ittai’ spirit, which is
defined as the connection between driver and car.
As well as its lightweight design, driver engagement and affordability,
the mazda R360 coupe captured hearts with its aesthetic style. As a first, the
microcar resembled an elegant coupe rather than an essential city car. Its
combination of fluid surfacing and sharp geometries set precedents for the
brand, and is noticeable in the designs of some of their other classics
including the cosmo 100S, luce R130, RX-7 and -8. Today, its influence has
evolved into their kodo design philosophy that has crafted the recent CX3.
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Geoff Goodwin and his Trojan’s Battery Saga
I have got my little Trojan registered OK in March (H-plates again), though
because of my shoulder (I had a repair operation to my right shoulder in December) I
hadn’t driven it for three months. Vivienne also had a hip-replacement operation in late
February; I was allowed to drive again just in time for her to be out of commission! Our
personal ‘chassis rot’ is progressing worse than the car’s.
So when I tried to start the Trojan to take it for its pink slip, it was dead. The
battery lit up the warning light, and as soon as I pressed the key everything went out. That
battery was getting old – I went to buy it with my Dad, and he’s been dead nearly 10
years. It was Champion brand. I can recommend them, no complaints if it failed when it
was at least ten years old!
It was hard to find a battery the right size then, so we bought two, and I’ve been
keeping the spare one on the shelf and putting it on charge every few months ever since. I
charged the spare battery, put it in (not a 5-minute job!), and, lo and behold, it started the
engine OK.
By this time, it was 6th March, the Friday before the rego expired on Monday, so I
rang my local garage in Morisset, and fortunately it passed on Monday without any further
ado.
On the way back, I took the battery I’d taken out to my local battery supplier. He checked
it, and said, yes, it’s dead. Cold-cranking amps measured 2. It was supposed to be 320…
I decided as the battery now in the car was just as old, maybe I should consider
buying a new one anyway. Morisset Batteries had the ‘equivalent’ battery in stock, a
different brand, Supercharge, and it was a few mm too long. Nothing else in his catalogue
was a match, so he suggested I try a Battery World, as they might have a variety of
suppliers.
Dad had already made a bigger-than-original battery box.
Enlarging it further would have been a big job anyway, but to fit in the offered
battery I’d have had to cut the rear shelf. The Champion battery had only a about 3 or 4
mm to spare. I didn’t want to start cutting actual bodywork just to get the battery in…
Battery World at Toronto told me the same story, their ‘equivalents’ were also a
bit too big. But I realised I didn’t need an exact match, after all, I knew the Champion
battery was not exactly like the original, it was itself physically larger. It turned out the
problem was the tapered posts, but I knew they were not like the original, as the leads
had flat tabs, and my car had clamps made from sheet copper screwed to them to
accommodate the tapered posts on the battery.
Once Mr Battery World realised that matching the terminal posts wasn’t a
constraint, he suggested a slightly smaller AGM (Advanced Glass Mat?) battery from
‘Motobatt’, which he said was popular for jetskis and larger motorbikes. Guaranteed not to
spill if turned upside down. I don’t plan to put that to the test! The downside was it was
about 50% more expensive, $244, but I could see it would fit, so I bought one of those.
I had to put a little packing in to stop it from rocking about. I used a rubber mat
offcut on the terminal side, as the terminals came close to the metal box, and could have
touched and shorted if it rocked. The ends I packed with plywood offcuts, and it dropped
in perfectly snugly. The motor now starts with an alacrity I don’t remember in years.
By the time I got the pink slip, sent the paperwork to Allen and got it all back
stamped and signed, using snailmail, the Trojan rego was getting on for 3 weeks overdue.
With H-plate rego, of course, you have to present original paperwork in person, it’s one
thing you apparently can’t do online.
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Geoff Goodwin and his Trojan’s battery saga
We both needed new driver’s licences in May. Our Subaru Forester rego is
also in May, and my trailer in April. So we went to the new Service NSW shop in
Toronto, where they were very efficient and did all 5 transactions together. With the
social distancing rules, we had to get a ticket and wait out in the street, they were only
allowing 8 customers in the building. But we were called in after just a few minutes.
We got home from Toronto to find a letter pointing out the Trojan rego was
overdue, and if I didn’t pay it within 3 months, I would not be allowed to renew, but
would have to start the process again……...Geoff Goodwin

Michael Rich is well into his Isetta restoration in country
Dubbo
Lots done so
far, all the
basics complete
including bare
metal respray
in the original
factory colour
These pics show
the car without
its trim & glass.
It was interesting
to reveal what
lay beneath its
paint .. no rust
but a few dodgy
bog jobs over
the years ... now
he has a “ show-room paint job “.
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When the trim is
done and the
glass installed,
( this might take
more than a day
or two ) then we
can look forward
to seeing a new
and beautiful
Micro, making
an appearance
at one of our
events. ( that is
when they start
up again..ed )
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Vale ….. Gail TRUTER
One of our long time club members from Murramarang on the NSW South Coast,
Michael Truter has sadly lost his wife ( 24 April ). Gail had spent the better part of
the past two years in hospital. Our deepest condolences to Michael, family and
friends. Gail is pictured here in 2015 in her 1974 Bond Bug 750 ES

***************************************************************
Janus Prototype from page 2
Social distancing security vehicle
coming to a suburb near you
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This magazine.
Now, you have reached the end of the Winter Magazine, you will
have noticed that the usual coverage of EVENTS has suffered significantly
from a lack of EVENTS. In fact the only EVENT that you have read about,
was the National Scooter Rally, which only just snuk in before the Covid19 put a pause on virtually anything that needed to happen outside our
garages.
OK, so we are now sitting here with the handbrake on, and gearbox
in neutral or transmission in park, but I must commend some of you very
active members who have sent in articles and stories which usually are
only a small part of the magazine.
My thanks go to contributors, Graham Sims, Geoff Goodwin, Bob
Nash, Allen Wall, Mike Rich, Jimmy Hines, Peter Thorogood and Fred
Diwell. You have meant that the magazine is as usual a full ( 24 page)
edition, and you have made it well worth an ‘apres’ dinner read.
If your name is not mentioned above, then time for you to send me
a story or a photo or two and a few notes, as I doubt there will be too
many EVENTS to write about in the Spring edition. With many of you not
working, you have had a perfect opportunity to catch up on things you
have been putting off for perhaps years. Let’s hear all about them.
I am more than happy to visit your garage, take some photos, and
listen to your experiences, then write up my visit (should you prefer ).
***********************************************************

The Annual General Meeting.

Your Office Bearers must be doing alright, as no-one’s position was
challenged, and I have not had the need to change page 24 of the
magazine for yet another year. BUT…..we do need new people involved in
running the club, with different ideas and who are able and willing to put
in a little time and imagination. Call me with your input .....John R
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Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
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The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
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publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
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Ask not what your club can do for you, but what YOU can do for your club.

During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it. The above applies equally to our website
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2020 MCSC.
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